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a b s t r a c t
This paper develops an analytical approach for reliability analysis of infinite slope stability in presence of
spatially variable shear strength parameters. The analytical approach considers spatial autocorrelation of
each parameter and cross-correlations between different parameters. It is robust, computational efficient
and provides insight to the importance of spatial correlation scale on slope reliability analysis. This paper
also explores the difference in continuous and discrete random fields and emphasizes the importance of
fine discretization in relation to correlation scale. Finally, it shows that conditioning the stability analysis
with information about trends and spatial data leads to reliability assessments with less uncertainty.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In slope stability analysis, the criterion that defines the stability
is the factor of safety (FS). It is defined as the ratio of the shear
strength or resisting force of the slope to the stress or disturbing
force. When FS is less than unity, slope failure is assumed to occur.
The shear strength of a slope depends on its soil properties. Soil
properties such as shear strength parameters and hydraulic conductivity generally exhibit a high degree of spatial variability at
various scales (e.g., [1–4]), and it is practically impossible to characterize them in detail within a slope. This reality forces us to cope
with uncertain in our evaluations of slope stability. As a consequence, reliability-based analysis is deemed more appropriate than
the traditional deterministic approach (e.g., [5,6]).
⇑ Corresponding author at: Tianjin Key Laboratory of Water Resources and
Environment, Tianjin University, 393 Binshuixidao Road, Xiqing District, Tianjin
300387, China and Department of Hydrology and Water Resources, The University
of Arizona, 1133 E. James E. Rogers Way, 122 Harshbarger Bldg 11, Tucson, AZ
85721, USA.
E-mail address: yeh@hwr.arizona.edu (T.-C.J Yeh).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compgeo.2016.07.012
0266-352X/Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The spatial variability of shear strength parameters has been
shown to play a significant role in reliability analysis of slope stability. For example, Lacasse and Nadim [7] discussed spatial variability and measurement methods in characterizing soil
properties in slope stability analysis. They stressed the importance
of these uncertainties for geotechnical design. Cho [8] conducted a
probabilistic stability evaluation of layered slopes considering spatial variabilities of shear strength parameters and unit weight, and
he emphasized the effects of the spatial correlation of soil properties on slope reliability. Griffiths et al. [9] and Jiang et al. [10] indicated that ignoring spatial variability of shear strength parameters
could lead to non-conservative estimates (underestimation) of the
slope reliability when the coefficients of variation of the shear
strength parameters are large. This is particularly important when
the factor of safety evaluated using mean values of parameters is
close to 1.
It has been well recognized that an infinite slope conceptual
model, as a simple model for assessing the factor of safety of shallow landslides or large ‘‘length-to-depth ratio” slopes, can yield
important insights into slope reliability analyses. For instance,
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Griffiths et al. [11] used the infinite slope model to demonstrate
effects of spatially variable parameters such as soil strength, slope
geometry and pore pressures on the reliability analysis of slope
stability. More recently, using this conceptual model, Li et al. [12]
illustrated that the linearly increasing mean trend of shear
strength parameters has a considerable effect on the reliability
analysis of slope stability and critical slip depths. Similarly, Zhang
et al. [13] developed a spreadsheet template based on this model
for predicting the time-dependent probability of rainfall-induced
slope failures. This template enables past performance information
to be incorporated, and the uncertainty of different parameters to
be considered. Using the infinite slope model, Cho [14] investigated the effect of variation and correlation scale of permeability
upon the probability of slope failure and depths of critical slip surfaces during the process of rainfall infiltration. Likewise, with this
model, Ali et al. [15] systematically studied the nature of triggering
mechanisms and the associated risk of rainfall-induced landslides
in the presence of spatially variable hydraulic conductivity.
All these previous studies have relied on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. That is, the reliability of slope stability analysis is determined based on statistical analysis of factor of safety values
derived from a physical model with a large number of generated
realizations of parameter values. While MC simulation is a
straight-forward approach, it requires a significant amount of computational resources, specifically for multidimensional problems.
More importantly, the number of realizations required to obtain
a stable estimation is always subjected to questions.
To overcome aforementioned issues associated with MC simulation, this paper develops an analytical approach for reliability
analysis of infinite slope stability in presence of spatially variable
shear strength parameters. The analytical approach considers spatial autocorrelation of each parameter and cross-correlations
between different parameters. Moreover, it allows one to directly
relate the spatial statistics of each parameter heterogeneity (mean,
variance and correlation scale) through a physical model to the
probability of failure, without conducting time-consuming MC
simulation.
This article is organized as follows. First, the general procedure
of the analytical approach is developed for homogeneous slopes
and heterogeneous slopes with either normally or log normally
distributed parameters. Subsequently, three illustrative examples
of slope reliability analysis (i.e., Infinite undrained clay slope, Infinite clay slope with linearly increasing mean trend and Infinite
c0 -tan /0 slope) are investigated to validate the approach. Lastly,

implications of the results of these examples for future studies
are discussed.
2. Analytical approach of slope reliability
The infinite slope model is a widely accepted model for slope
stability analysis in practice (e.g., [11–18]). In particular, shallow
landslides with large length-to-depth ratios of the landslide mass,
and planar failure surfaces, which are developed parallel to the
slope surface, are usually modeled as infinite slopes (Fig. 1(a)),
for example, slope failures in the layer of weathered residual soil
that overlays the bedrock [14]. Field studies also confirmed that
characters of most shallow landslides are consistent with the infinite slope model [12].
Without considering deformation (or neglecting stress-strain
relationship), the factor of safety at depth z (FSz) of an infinite slope
(Fig. 1(b)) is often evaluated using the limit equilibrium method
(LEM), which can be expressed as follows (e.g., [11,12,14,15]):

sf ðzc cos2 b  rs Þ tan /0 þ c0
¼
sm
zc sin b cos b
tan /0 rs tan /0 þ c0
þ
ðz 6 HÞ
¼
tan b
zc sin b cos b

FSz ¼

where sf and sm are the shear strength of soil and the shear stress at
a given depth z (positive downward), respectively; b is the slope
inclination; c is the total unit weight; H denotes the vertical distance of soils from the slope base to the land surface; rs represents
the effect of the negative pore water pressure for unsaturated conditions and the positive pore water pressure when saturated at any
point of depth z [16]; /0 and c0 are the effective soil friction angle
and the effective cohesion at depth z.
In the following analysis, we will assume that rs is zero at all
depths within the slope. That is, we assume that there is no presence of water or fluid pressures in the slope. Therefore, Eq. (1) is
simplified as:

FSz ¼

tan /0
c0
þ
tan b zc sin b cos b

ðz 6 HÞ

ð2Þ

Because of unknown spatial distribution of the parameter values in Eq. (2), any depth of the slope is a possible ‘‘weakest” part
within the slope. Hence, a procedure is required to locate the critical slip surface corresponding to the minimum factor of safety.
Precisely, the factor of safety (FS) for the entire slope is:

β

β

γ
γ
z

H

φ', c'
φ', c'
Potential slip surface

Surface of rupture or slope base

(a) Landslides and homogeneous slopes

ð1Þ

(b) Heterogeneous slopes

Fig. 1. Infinite slope model.
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tan /0
c0
FS ¼ minfFSz g ¼ min
þ
tan b zc sin b cos b


ð3Þ

Therefore, the probability of failure pf can be written as follows

pf ¼ 1  P½minfFSz g P 1


¼ 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzi P 1; . . .

ð4Þ

2.1. Homogeneous slopes
For landslides, there exists a distinct zone of weakness (i.e., surface of rupture) that separates the slide mass from more stable
underlying bedrock. For homogeneous slopes, the parameters
tan /0 and c0 are assumed uniform everywhere (spatially invariant),
the minimum value of FSz (i.e., the FS of the entire slope) is
obtained at the slope base above the bedrock. Eq. (3) for calculating
the factor of safety becomes:

FS ¼

tan /0
c0
þ
tan b Hc sin b cos b

ð5Þ

where the depth z is replaced by H.
The FS in this case is simply the ratio of the shear strength to the
shear stress at surface of rupture or slope base (Eq. (5)) without considering deformation [11]. That is to say, the failure probability
depends on the values of tan /0 and c0 at a specific depth H (Fig. 1(a)).
If tan /0 and c0 at depth H are unknown or undetermined, we
have to guess them. As a result, they are best to be considered as
random variables, which are described by probability density functions with their means (ltan /0 and lc0 ) and standard deviations
(rtan /0 and rc0 ). In addition, they may be correlated, and the
cross-correlation coefficient between tan /0 and c0 is then
described by qtan /0 c0 .
The parameters tan /0 and c0 are random variables, in turn, FS.
As such, FS, tan /0 and c0 will be expressed in terms of means and
perturbations:

FS ¼ lFS þ DFS E½FS ¼ lFS

E½DFS ¼ 0

ð6aÞ

tan /0 ¼ ltan /0 þ D tan /0

E½tan /0  ¼ ltan /0

c0 ¼ lc0 þ Dc0

E½Dc0  ¼ 0

E½c0  ¼ lc0

E½D tan /0  ¼ 0

ð6bÞ

lFS þ DFS ¼

ltan /0 þ D tan /
tan b

þ

lFS ¼

tan b

þ

l c 0 þ Dc
Hc sin b cos b
0

ð7Þ

lc 0

Hc sin b cos b

ð8Þ

Subtracting mean Eq. (8) from Eq. (7), we then have the equation that relates the perturbation of FS to the perturbations of
the parameters.

DFS ¼

D tan /0
Dc0
þ
tan b
Hc sin b cos b

ð9Þ

After multiplying Eq. (9) with itself, and taking the expectation,
we derive the variance of FS:

r2tan /0

rtan /0 rc0 qtan /0 c0
r
r2FS ¼ 2 þ
þ2
2
2
tan b ðHc sin b cos bÞ
Hc sin b
2
c0

ð11Þ

rFS

where U[] is the cumulative standard normal function.
Next, we formulate the probability of failure for the case where
the distributions of tan /0 and c0 are both log-normal. While no sufficient field data have substantiated their log-normal distributions,
the log-normal distributions have been widely assumed to avoid
negative values of random variable during theoretical analyses
(e.g., [11,12,20–25]). Based on this log-normal distribution
assumption, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as follows:

ln FS ¼ ln

 ln tan /0
0
e
eln c
þ
tan b
Hc sin b cos b

ð12Þ

where ln tan /0 and ln c0 are treated as random variables. The crosscorrelation coefficient between ln tan /0 and ln c0 is then denoted by
qln tan /0 ln c0 . These random variables can be expressed in terms of
their means and perturbations:

ln FS ¼ lln FS þ D ln FS E½ln FS ¼ lln FS
ln tan /0 ¼ lln tan /0 þ D ln tan /0

E½D ln FS ¼ 0

ð10Þ

If we assume tan /0 and c0 are jointly normally distributed random variables with cross-correlation coefficient qtan /0 c0 (e.g.,
[11,19]), FS is normal distributed due to the linearity of Eq. (5).
Therefore, the probability of failure is given by

ð13aÞ

E½ln tan /0  ¼ lln tan /0

E½D ln tan /0  ¼ 0

ð13bÞ

ln c0 ¼ lln c0 þ D ln c0

E½ln c0  ¼ lln c0

E½D ln c0  ¼ 0

ð13cÞ

Eq. (12) indicates that the relationship between ln FS and
ln tan /0 or ln c0 is nonlinear. In order to linearize the relationship,
we use a first order approximation (e.g., [26–29]) based on Taylor
series. Then Eq. (12) becomes:

lln FS þ D ln FS  ln

 l
e ln tan /0
elln c0
þ
tan b
Hc sin b cos b

þ J ln FS ln tan /0 D ln tan /0 þ J ln FS ln c0 D ln c0

ð14Þ

where Jln FS ln tan /0 and J ln FS ln c0 are sensitivities of ln FS with respect to
changes in ln tan /0 and ln c0 , respectively. These sensitivities can be
evaluated as:

J ln FS ln tan /0 ¼

@ ln FS
1
¼
@ ln tan /0 ðlln tan /0 ;lln c0 Þ 1 þ eðlln c0 lln tan /0 Þ =ðHc cos2 bÞ
ð15aÞ

J ln FS ln c0 ¼

After taking the expected value of this equation, we derive the
mean equation for the mean of FS:

ltan /0

1  lFS

ð6cÞ

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), we have
0

pf ¼ P½FS < 1 ¼ U



@ ln FS
1
¼
2 beðlln tan /0 lln c0 Þ þ 1
@ ln c0 ðl
c
cos
H
;
l
Þ
ln tan /0 ln c0

ð15bÞ

where the vertical bar with subscript implies that the sensitivities
are evaluated at the mean values of the shear strength parameters.
Therefore, the mean of ln FS is given by

lln FS  ln

 l
e ln tan /0
elln c0
þ
tan b
Hc sin b cos b

ð16aÞ

and the variance is

r2ln FS  J2ln FS ln tan /0 r2ln tan /0 þ J2ln FS ln c0 r2ln c0
þ 2J ln FS ln tan /0 J ln FS ln c0 rln tan /0 rln c0 qln tan /0 ln c0

ð16bÞ

Because of the linearity of Eq. (14), the probability distribution
of ln FS is normal, and therefore, the probability of failure is given
by



l
pf ¼ P½FS < 1 ¼ P½ln FS < lnð1Þ  U  ln FS

rln FS

ð17Þ

Again, U[] is the cumulative standard normal distribution
function.
The above detailed derivation for reliability analysis of homogeneous slopes is to elucidate the difference in the analysis of parameter uncertainty in homogeneous slopes and that in heterogeneous
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slopes where spatial variabilities of tan /0 and c0 are considered, as
discussed in ‘‘Heterogeneous slopes” in the next section. In addition, the result of the analysis is also used to assess the number
of realizations required for MC simulation.

On the other hand, if the distributions of tan /0 and c0 at each
potential slip surface are log-normal, the statistical properties of
ln FSz are approximated using the first-order analysis based on
Taylor series expansion. That is,

2.2. Heterogeneous slopes

lln FSz  ln

Geologic media are inherently heterogeneous at a multiplicity
of scales. The homogenous conceptual models discussed above
are merely for the sake of convenience in mathematical analysis
[2,30]. In order to carry out a more realistic analysis of FS for field
situations, the analysis must consider the spatial variability of the
parameters, tan /0 and c0 . Because the infinite slope assumption is
invoked in this analysis, we will assume that these parameters vary
in the vertical direction only (i.e., highly stratified slopes in terms
of these two parameters).
Since we do not know exactly the spatial distributions of the
two parameters, we treat them as stochastic fields. Each of them
is described by a joint probability distribution. In addition to their
means and variances, spatial correlation scale, k, is introduced to
represent the distance within which the soil properties (such as
tan /0 or c0 ) are correlated in space. Physically, the correlation
scales describe the average dimensions (e.g., length, thickness) of
heterogeneity (e.g., layers, or stratifications) [2].
Because of the heterogeneity and our inability to characterize it,
there exist an infinite number of potential slip surfaces (Fig. 1(b)).
The problem of evaluating pf along all the potential slip surfaces is
essentially a nondeterministic polynomial-time complete problem
[31], which can never be solved exactly [25]. Therefore, pf is generally estimated using a large but finite number of potential slip surfaces. The rationale of this simplification follows the slope
reliability analysis based on MC simulation, in which only finite
number of potential slip surfaces are considered for each realization (e.g., [11,12,25,32]). In this study, the total number of potential
slip surfaces is denoted as N. Note that the intervals between any
two neighboring potential slip surfaces are smaller than k.
Similar to derivation from Eqs. (5)–(10), if the distributions of
tan /0 and c0 at each potential slip surface are assumed to be normal, the mean and auto-covariance of FSz are given in matrix
forms:

lFSz ¼
RFSz FSz

ltan /0
tan b

þ

lc 0
1
c sin b cos b z

ð18aÞ

ð18bÞ
where i, j = 1, . . . , N; lFSz is the N  1 mean vector for FSz; RFSz FSz ,
Rtan /0 tan /0 and Rc0 c0 are the N  N auto-covariance matrices for FSz,
tan /0 and c0 , respectively; Rtan /0 c0 or Rc0 tan /0 is the N  N crosscovariance matrix between tan /0 and c0 . These auto-covariance
matrices and cross-covariance matrices could be either generated
based on some theoretical models such as Markov function and
exponential function (e.g., [11,26,33]) or derived from geostatistical
analyses of field data (see [2]). Therefore, the probability of failure is
given by

1

1

where superscript T denotes the transpose.

ð20aÞ

Rln FSz ln FSz  Jln FSz ln tan /0 Rln tan /0 ln tan /0 JTln FSz ln tan /0
þ Jln FSz ln c0 Rln c0 ln c0 JTln FSz ln c0
þ Jln FSz ln c0 Rln c0 ln tan /0 JTln FSz ln tan /0
þ Jln FSz ln tan /0 Rln tan /0 ln c0 JTln FSz ln c0

ð20bÞ

where Jln FSz ln tan /0 , Jln FSz ln c0 are N  N sensitivity diagonal matrices of
ln FSz with respect to changes in ln tan /0 and ln c0 at different zi,
respectively. Each diagonal entry of Jln FSz ln tan /0 and Jln FSz ln c0 is calculated by:

J ln FSz ln tan /0 ði; iÞ ¼
¼

J ln FSz ln c0 ði; iÞ ¼

@ ln FSz ðiÞ
@ ln tan /0 ðiÞ ðlln tan /0 ;lln c0 Þ
1
1 þ eðlln c0 lln tan /0 Þ =ðzi c cos2 bÞ

ð21aÞ

@ ln FSz ðiÞ
1
¼
ðlln tan /0 lln c0 Þ
2
@ ln c0 ðiÞ ðl
zi c cos be
þ1
ln tan /0 ;lln c0 Þ
ð21bÞ

where i = 1, . . . , N; lln FSz is the N  1 mean vector for ln FSz;
Rln FSz ln FSz , Rln tan /0 ln tan /0 and Rln c0 ln c0 are the N  N auto-covariance
matrices for ln FSz, ln tan /0 and ln c0 , respectively; Rln tan /0 ln c0 or
Rln c0 ln tan /0 is the N  N cross-covariance matrix between ln tan /0
and ln c0 . Therefore, the probability of failure is given by


pf ¼ 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzi P 1; . . .


P 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzN P 1


¼ 1  P ln FSz1 P 0; ln FSz2 P 0; . . . ; ln FSzN P 0

1

¼1

ð2pÞN=2 jRln FSz ln FSz j1=2
Z þ1
Z þ1
T 1
1


e2ðln FSz lln FSz Þ Rln FSz ln FSz ðln FSz lln FSz Þ d ln FSzN    d ln FSz1
0

0

ð22Þ

Rtan /0 tan /0
Rc0 tan /0
Rtan /0 c0
R c0 c0
¼
þ
þ
þ
2
2
2
tan2 b
zi zj ðc sin b cos bÞ
zi c sin b zj c sin b



pf ¼ 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzi P 1; . . .


P 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzN P 1
1
¼1
ð2pÞN=2 jRFSz FSz j1=2
Z þ1
Z þ1
T 1
1


e2ðFSz lFSz Þ RFSz FSz ðFSz lFSz Þ dFSzN    dFSz1

 l
e ln tan /0
elln c0
1
þ
tan b
c sin b cos b z

ð19Þ

According to Eq. (19) or Eq. (22), the probability of the slope
failure will depend on the auto-covariance matrix RFSz FSz or
Rln FSz ln FSz , which is related to spatial correlation scales of the
parameters. Physically, this implies that in a slope where parameters are highly correlated in space, if parameters at one location are
found to have a value of FSz greater than 1, the other locations
within the correlation scale will likely have a similar value. On
the other hand, if the correlation scale is short and the parameters
at one location suggest stability of the slope, this information likely
cannot be translated to other locations at distances greater than
the correlation scale. That is, the probability of failure of a slope
thus remains large. This is the physical explanation of effects of
the correlation scale on the probability analysis of a slope failure.
It is worth mentioning that there is no closed form for the integration of the multivariate normal distribution in Eqs. (19) and
(22). However, there are a number of algorithms that can estimate
it numerically [34]. Approximation methods (e.g., MC Methods,
Quasi-MC Methods, Polynomial Integration Methods, Subregion
Adaptive Methods, Sparse-Grid Methods) are by means of transformation or reparameterization of the original problem and can lead
to exact results when given sufficient computational resources.
These methods are computationally feasible for moderate accura-
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In this section, several examples reported in the literature
[11,12] are reexamined to assess the above analytical approach.

0.16

0.14

0.1

0.08

3.1. Exmaple 1: infinite undrained clay slope

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

λ /H

For undrained clay slope, the effective friction angle /0 is set to
zero, and Eq. (2) can be simplified as

ð23Þ

In this case, we will consider the spatial variability of the shear
strength c0 of the undrained slope, and H, c and b are treated as
constants. An example reported by Griffiths et al. [11] is used here,
and the following parameters are adopted: H = 2.5 m, c = 20 kN/m3
and b = 30°. 100 potential slip surfaces (i.e., N = 100) of different
depths at an interval (Dz) of 25 mm are considered. The random
field c0 is assumed log-normal distributed with rln c0 ¼ 0:09975,
lln c0 ¼ 3:2139, which is corresponding to lc0 ¼ 25 kN=m2 ;
rc0 ¼ 2:5 kN=m2 in Griffiths et al. [11], and a Markov function is
employed for the correlation function:

qðDzÞ ¼ exp½2Dz=k

Analytical solution
MC simulation (by Griffiths et al., 2011)
MC simulation (this study)

0.12

3. Examples

ln FSz ¼ ln c0  lnðzc sin b cos bÞ ðz 6 HÞ

0.18

Pf

cies and dimensions. Numerical results suggest that typical computation problems require only a few seconds of workstation time
[34]. Moreover, these methods are readily available in current software such as MATLAB and R [34]. In this paper, a method based on
randomized quasi-random rule is used for integrating the multivariate normal distribution. Further details of the method are given
by Genz [35].

ð24Þ

According to Eqs. (20a) and (20b), the mean and variance of
ln FSz are given by

lln FSz ¼ lln c0  lnðzc sin b cos bÞ

ð25aÞ

Rln FSz ln FSz ¼ Rln c0 ln c0

ð25bÞ

The probability of failure, pf, is then evaluated by Eq. (22).
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the pf by the analytical approach
and that by MC simulation using 5000 realizations by Griffiths
et al. [11], along with the result based on our MC simulation with
160,000 realizations. The realizations of our simulation are generated using the Karhunen-Loeve expansion method (e.g., [15]). This
figure demonstrates that the result from analytical approach
agrees well with that obtained from MC simulation with 160,000
realizations. This agreement validates the analytical approach. On
the other hand, the pf from Griffiths et al. [11] is slightly smaller
than that from analytical approach and the result from our MC
simulation. The difference is likely attributed to the fact that
5000 realizations are insufficient to obtain an accurate result.
For the cases with small values of pf, e.g., pf < 0.001, MC simulation suffers from a lack of efficiency [25]. Our analytical approach is
more robust than MC simulation. For example, as b changes to 20°
in this example, pf becomes relatively small, at k ¼ 1:25 m or
k=H ¼ 0:5, pf is 2.16065  104 based on the analytical approach.
On the other hand, the pf calculated using MC simulation based
on 5000 realizations is quite unstable (i.e., it would change considerably from one evaluation to the next if seed numbers for generating the random field are different). In many cases, the calculated
pf is exactly zero, indicating that the number of realizations below
5000 is insufficient at this low-probability level.
To further demonstrate the effects of the number of realizations
on MC results, we use the result from the analytical approach as a

Fig. 2. Comparison of pf by analytical approach and MC simulation (by Griffiths
et al. [11] and by this study) for Example 1 showing the influence of correlation
scale.

reference. Fig. 3 illustrates the pf by MC simulation and that from
the analytical approach for this example as a function of the number of realizations. The result for the case when the slope is homogeneous (correlation scale = infinity) is shown in Fig. 3(a) while
Fig. 3(c) displays that for the heterogeneous case where
k ¼ 0:625 m or k=H ¼ 0:25. The results of corresponding cases with
normally (rather than long-normally) distributed c0 parameters are
displayed in Fig. 3(b) and (d), respectively. Fig. 3(a)–(d) all indicate
MC simulation requires at least 100,000 realizations to reach a
stable and satisfactory result.
On the other hand, we also find that the pf calculated using the
analytical approach increases as the number of potential slip surfaces (i.e., N) within the slope increases (see Fig. 4). This increase
of pf value is more significant at small spatial correlation scale to
depth ratios (k=H). In addition, this increase gradually converges
to a limit. This finding implies that the pf is underestimated if N
is not sufficiently large, even the analytical approach is used. Such
a result may be attributed to discretization associated with the
numerical approximation of integration in Eq. (22). However, a
similar finding is also reported by Griffiths et al. [11], which
employed MC simulation, without the numerical approximation
of the integration. We therefore postulate this finding is possibly
a result of the difference in continuous stochastic process concept
embedded in theories and the discrete stochastic process concept
embedded in both MC and the analytical approach. Regardless, in
order to avoid this problem, both approximate nature of the
numerical integration and our speculated reason suggest that the
slope domain should be discretized into a large number of potential slip surfaces. This fine discretization, in effect, may reflect the
ensemble REV assumption in all science and engineering as advocated in Yeh et al. [2]. Specifically, in spite of the existence of
heterogeneities at any scale, an ensemble REV (or a control volume) is always used to establish a parameter value, which is an
ensemble mean (i.e., the average value over all possibilities within
the control volume). Finally, it is clear that the interval of potential
slip surfaces must be much smaller than a correlation scale length
or more potential slip surfaces should be considered within a correlation scale.

3.2. Example 2: infinite clay slope with linearly increasing mean trend
The second example is the case reported by Li et al. [12]. c0 is
considered to increase linearly with depth and is expressed as
c0 = ac0 z + b, where a is considered as a random field. Therefore,
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(a) Homogeneous case with log-normally distributed c′
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(b) Homogeneous case with normally distributed c′
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(c) Heterogeneous case ( λ H = 0.25 ) with log-normally distributed c′
Fig. 3. Influence of the number of realizations on pf by MC simulation based on Example 1.

FSz ¼

ac0 z þ b
c0
b
¼
aþ
zc sin b cos b c sin b cos b
zc sin b cos b

ðz 6 HÞ

ð26Þ

where c0 is the effective unit weight of the soil, a is the rate of
change of the undrained shear strength with depth, and b is the
value of the undrained shear strength of the soil at the ground surface (z = 0).
The following parameters are adopted: H = 5 m, c = 20 kN/m3,
c0 = 10 kN/m3 and b = 30°. a is log-normal distributed with
la = 0.8, ra = 0.32, and 200 potential slip surfaces (i.e., N = 200)
are considered. Accordingly, pf is evaluated as follow:



pf ¼ 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSzi P 1; . . .


P 1  P FSz1 P 1; FSz2 P 1; . . . ; FSz200 P 1
 

c0
b
¼ 1  P ln
azi P ln 1 
;
zi c sin b cos b
c sin b cos b

i ¼ 1; . . . ; 200

ð27Þ

Following Li et al. [12], an exponential autocorrelation function
for ln a is used.

qðDzÞ ¼ exp½Dz=k

ð28Þ
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(d) Heterogeneous case ( λ H = 0.25 ) with normally distributed c′
Fig. 3 (continued)
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Pf

linearly increasing trend (i.e., Example 2) is much smaller than that
without considering the trend. They emphasized the significance of
inclusion of this linear trend information, which leads to a realistic
assessment of slope reliability. This is consistent with the ensemble REV concept introduced by Yeh et al. [2,30]. That is, the ensemble REV (the equivalent homogeneous medium) encompasses the
variation of large-scale trends in geologic media with multi-scale
variability. The variance of the trend is generally greater than the
variance of the residuals around the trend. In other words, if the
linearly increasing trend of the shear strength is known, its residual variance (uncertainty) will be small and in turn, a more accurate evaluation of pf is obtained and in this case is reduced.
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Fig. 4. Effect of the number of potential slip surfaces (N) on pf at different values of
correlation scale based on Example 1.

The comparison of computed pf by the analytical approach and
MC simulation by Li et al. [12] who used more than 10,000 realizations, along with our result based on MC simulation with 100,000
realizations is shown in Fig. 5. These results again agree with each
other. Li et al. [12] also compared the result of the linearly increasing trend with that of the case where the trend of c0 is ignored.
They concluded that the pf based on the model that considers the

3.3. Example 3: infinite c0 -tan /0 slope
The last example for comparison is the one reported by Griffiths
et al. [11], where both tan /0 and c0 are considered spatially variable
and they may be correlated. Eq. (2) and Eqs. (18)–(22) are used for
this analysis. The following parameters are used: H = 5 m,
c = 17 kN/m3 and b = 30°. Both tan /0 and c0 are treated as random
fields with ltan /0 ¼ 0:5774, rtan /0 ¼ 0:17322, lc0 ¼ 10 kN=m2 and

rc0 ¼ 3 kN=m2 , respectively. 200 potential slip surfaces (i.e.,
N = 200) are created by discretizing the slope depth into equal
parts. A Markov correlation function (Eq. (24)) again is used.
Fig. 6 shows the pf by the analytical approach and that from our
MC simulation with 100,000 realizations assuming that the
1
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Fig. 5. Comparison of pf by analytical approach and MC simulation (by Li et al. [12]
and by this study) for Example 2, showing the influence of correlation scale.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of pf by analytical approach and MC simulation (this study) for
Example 3 with normal distributed properties showing the influence of correlation
scale and correlation coefficient qtan /0 c0 .
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distributions of tan /0 and c0 are normal. The result again validates
the proposed approach. Moreover, notice that the pf increases with
the cross-correlation coefficient qtan /0 c0 as expected.
On the other hand, when tan /0 and c0 are log-normal distributed, FSz is no longer log-normal or normal distributed. That
is, while

tan /0
tan b

and

c0
zc sin b cos b

in Eq. (2) are log-normal distributed,

their sum does not necessarily possess a log-normal distribution
and has no closed-form expression [36]. Several approaches were
developed to obtain the distribution of sum of log-normal distributed random variables, such as log-normal approximation or
log shifted gamma approximation (e.g., [36–38]), but they are
beyond the scope of this study. For practical purpose, a first order
approximation based on Taylor series is used here, and the approximated FSz can be treated as log-normal distributed (i.e., Eqs. (20)–
(22)). Based on the approximation, some deviations between the
analytical approach and MC simulation are anticipated.
Fig. 7(a) displays the comparison of pf by the first-order analytical approach, that from MC simulation by Griffiths et al. [11], using
5000 realizations, and that based on our MC simulation with
100,000 realizations. These analyses use N = 200 and assume that
the distributions of tan /0 and c0 are log-normal. As indicated in
Fig. 7(a), when tan /0 and c0 are positively correlated or uncorrelated, this first-order analytical approach yields results close to
those by both MC simulations. When they are negatively correlated, the analytical approach yields a higher value of pf than those
of the two MC simulations. On the other hand, if they are uncorrelated, the analytical solution is identical to that from our MC
simulation.
In Fig. 7(b), we compare the results of the analytical approach
and our MC simulation when N = 2000. This MC simulation uses
100,000 realizations, the same as our MC simulation in Fig. 7(a).
Comparing Fig. 7(a) and (b), the values of pf evaluated by both
MC simulation and analytical approach based on N = 2000 are
higher than those in Fig. 7(a), where N = 200. In addition, the pf
evaluated by our MC simulation and that by the analytical
approach are in excellent agreement when the parameters are
either uncorrelated or positively correlated. The deviation between
the results of our MC simulation and the analytical approach for
the negatively correlated case also becomes smaller in comparison
with those in Fig. 7(a). These results again suggest the importance
of fine discretization of the domain.

1

The aforementioned results can be explained as follows. If two
log-normal distributed random variables (i.e.,
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or

positively correlated or uncorrelated, extremely small values of
them are retained in FSz when the two distributions are summed
up. The resultant distribution of FSz remains similar to a lognormal distribution (Fig. 8). Therefore, a log-normal distribution
approximation works well but it is still an approximation. On the
other hand, if these two random variables are negatively correlated, extremely small values of one of the distributions are likely
to be lumped into large values of the other, resulting in a distribution like that in Fig. 8, which is similar to exponential distribution
or gamma distribution. Hence, the pf obtained by an approximation
using a log-normal distribution deviates from that by MC
simulation.
Overall, we have shown that the pf evaluated by analytical
approach agrees well with that by MC simulation when both
tan /0 and c0 are normal distributions. When the log-normal distribution is assumed for tan /0 and c0 , and the coefficients of variations (CoVs) of tan /0 and c0 are small, the approximate analytical
approach works well, as log-normal and normal responses are
quite similar [11]. Note that Srivastava et al. [39] reported that
the general ranges of CoVs for /0 and c0 based on the past studies
[3,4,7] are [7, 20] for /0 and [6, 80] for c0 . For the case where the
CoVs of tan /0 and c0 are large, the pf produced by the approximate
analytical approach may deviate greatly from that by MC simulation. Nevertheless, the relative magnitude trends of the pf between
different events or scenarios are always captured by this approximate analytical approach.
As discussed in Example 2, which considers the spatial trend,
conditioning the outcome using more information can reduce
uncertainty, and the reliability assessment is more reliable than
that based on general models. As a consequence, while values of
the CoVs of /0 and c0 reported by Srivastava et al. [39] may be high,
the uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge of the heterogeneity
of these parameters can be practically reduced if some data are
included (i.e., conditional stochastic analysis, see [2,30]). For this
reason, the analytical approach, which is capable of conditioning
the slope reliability with samples easily, is deem appropriate,
and the approximate analytical approach is therefore valid.
We must emphasize that it is virtually impossible to obtain the
real distributions of the shear strength parameters in practice. The
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Fig. 7. Comparison of pf by analytical approach based on first-order approximation and MC simulation (by Griffiths et al. [11] and by this study) for Example 3 with lognormal distributed properties showing the influence of correlation scale and cross-correlation coefficient qln tan /0 ln c0 .
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required. With these spatiotemporal data, a higher resolution conceptual model with spatially distributed parameters
will certainly reduce uncertainty in the evaluation of slope
stability. That is, conditional stochastic approaches (e.g.,
[2,12,30]), which condition the outcome with known and
measured parameters, would reduce the uncertainty in the
evaluation of slope stability, and lead to a more accurate pf.
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Fig. 8. Illustration for probability density distribution of FSz when FSz is the sum of
two log-normal distributed random variables.

reported distributions for parameters are merely approximation,
unless an infinite number of samples are collected to affirm these
distributions. Therefore, if the CoVs of the shear strength parameters are large, in spite of the use of any probability distribution
models (e.g., normal distribution, log-normal distribution or
others), the assessment of slope reliability will yield large uncertainty. In other words, the assessment of slope reliability is inherently a subjective judgment.
At last, we must recognize the fact that the purpose of any reliability analysis aims at evaluation of relative reliability associated
with different events or scenarios, rather than the absolute reliability. That is, we are using the estimated value as a criterion to evaluate reliability of different strategies. The fact is that in spite of the
accuracy of any theoretic reliability model, result of any reliability
analysis (such as MC simulation or analytical approach) is uncertain itself because of uncertainty in input spatial statistics, models,
boundaries, initial conditions as well as many other factors. As a
consequence, an efficient method such as the analytical approach
and first-order analysis is deemed appropriate.
4. Conclusions
The analytical approach for reliability analysis of infinite slope
stability is developed and the effect of spatially variable shear
strength parameters on reliability of infinite slopes is studied.
Three illustrative examples of slope reliability analysis are investigated, and the ability and validity of the developed analytical
approach are demonstrated. The following conclusions are drawn
from this study:
(1) The analytical approach gives us clear insights into the
effects of spatial variability, correlation scales, and crosscorrelation of shear strength parameters on pf.
(2) The interval of potential slip surfaces should be much smaller than a correlation scale length, and this fine discretization is a requirement to avoid underestimating pf.
(3) The analytical approach provides a means to ensure that MC
simulation has sufficient number of realizations such that
the pf evaluated is stable, and further it exhibits greater
robustness and higher computational efficiency than MC
simulation at small probability levels.
(4) The pf evaluated by either MC simulation or analytical
approaches is dependent on accurate information such as
statistics of soil media and geological structures. In order
to acquire these pieces of accurate information, intensive
spatial and temporal samplings or measurements are
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